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Helen was a long-distance doctorate student who was conducting her research in her own home 

country. Due to poor oversight in the early stages and poor research foundations, she struggled to 

defend her thesis in the end. Helen contacted me in the middle of her post-viva corrections. The 

outcome of her viva was 12 months worth of corrections and a possible re-viva. These corrections 

were rather extensive and required a complete restructuring and rewrite of her most of her thesis. 

She was confused and was not clear about what was expected by her examiners. She wanted me to 

help her with her corrections and to support her until she got her doctorate. 

She was rushed to submit by her supervisors who did not look at the thesis as a whole. Writing and 

academic rigour aside, there were major flaws in her understanding of her own research 

methodology and analyses which then made her discussion lack substance and clarity.  

I started by reviewing the comments from her examiners, then conducted an academic review of her 

thesis section by section. I first worked with her on ironing out a plan for her introduction, and 

literature review according to the requirements of the examiners. Then we went back to her thesis 

and took the first few chapters apart into individual paragraphs. We then worked on piecing these 

paragraphs together and rewriting certain areas to ensured that the new sections flowed. 

The most challenging part was working on her methodology and analysis chapters. I struggled to 

understand her methodology and so we sat down to discuss the entire process. As she described her 

approach, I developed a flow chart to show her how she conducted her research to ensure we were 

on the same page. We then worked on a plan to convey this research process and restructured a 

better flow for her methodology chapters and relink the paragraphs and section as before.  

The findings and analysis process were not very clear as well, Helen was also very confused by her 

own analysis. Every finding was so closely linked that she struggled to convey it in writing. After she 

described her analysis to me, I developed a diagram that captured her key findings and explained 

how her findings were related to each other. As I explained the diagram to her, she started tearing 

up because what I was explaining was exactly what she wanted to express in her thesis. She said it 

was like she “finally saw the light” and she could “finally confidently explain her research to others”. 

With this new structure to her findings, she worked on the rewriting with my guidance. 

Once her findings chapters were completed, the rest of her corrections were easier as she was 

clearer about her work. I proofread the whole thesis before she submitted, with 6 months to spare! 

Her examiners were extremely pleased with her work and praised her for rewriting her whole thesis 

in such a short time. Due to the expediency and her new thesis, no re-viva was required but some 

additional minor corrections were required within a 3 month period. We worked on these and she 

resubmitted her corrections in a month. These were quickly approved and she was finally awarded 

her doctorate. 

Over the 8 months, she managed to practically rewrite her thesis with my support. It was also 

challenging as she lived in a different country and working full time. I can never forget her initial 

shock when confirmation of her doctorate came through and this “nightmare” ended. She 

immediately forwarded the email to me to explain what was written, to which I replied immediately, 

“Congratulations, Dr. Helen”. I am now working with Helen on publishing her research. 


